
 

Cannabis Sponge Balls and Never Ending Spliffs
(Gimmicks and Online Instructions) by Adam Wilber

High-Grade Sponge Magic for Elevated Minds

This trick is not for everyone! If you're still living in the era of Reefer Madness
then you would be best served to click away from this product page immediately.
But if on the other hand, you're looking for a unique and edgy take on the classic
sponge ball effect, then you're in the right place.

 For decades magicians have been performing sponge ball magic with little red,
green, blue and black sponges, and for good reason. There aren't many tricks in
the world of magic that get the same kind of reactions these little balls do. When
you allow the magic to truly take place in the spectator's hands (like in most
sponge ball routines) you simply can't beat the shock and awe it receives, which
is why sponge balls continue to be one of the best close-up tricks to perform for a
lay audience.

 Cannabis Sponge Balls & Never Ending Spliffs takes this classic and
elevates it to new heights...See what we did there?

In this kit, you'll receive 4 handmade cannabis sponge balls and two jumbo spliffs
along with an in-depth video tutorial from the inventor Adam Wilber. Adam
teaches his multi-phase cannabis-themed routine that ends with a cannabis ball
visually turning into a giant spliff...This spliff then splits into two, then three, four,
five, and so on.

Adam goes into clear & precise detail on the simple moves you'll need to master
before blowing the minds of your friends, family, and/or clients. If you work in the
cannabis industry then these props were made for you!

Imagine showing up at your gig with perfectly themed props to your client's
industry (a multi-billion dollar a year industry in the US alone). If you want to land
work in the cannabis industry, this kit will absolutely help you do it!

After two years of searching, we finally did it!

In 2018 Adam posted a video performing at a cannabis convention using a
custom set of props he had made for his client. Messages quickly started flooding
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his inbox of magicians asking where they could get a set of their own. After trying
many different manufacturers we simply couldn't find the person to scale this
project up the way we needed it...

Then we met master sponge artist Alexander May who hand-cut and colored
every single Cannabis Spongeball & Jumbo Spliff to perfection! We couldn't be
happier with the way these turned out and we know you're going to love them as
much as we do!
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